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Write the answer in the space provided.

1. What is your name?

Answer. _________________________________________.

2. How old are you?

Answer. _________________________________________.

3. What class are you in?

Answer. _________________________________________.

4. What is your father’s name?

Answer. _________________________________________.

5. What is your mother’s name?

Answer. _________________________________________.

6. How many brothers do you have?

Answer. _________________________________________.
7. How many sisters do you have?

Answer. ______________________________________________.
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Look at Dechen’s family and write the answers.

1. Who is Dorji?
Ans. Dorji is Dechen’s _______________________________.

2. Who is Pema?
Ans. _______________________________________________.

3. Who is Sonam?
Ans. _______________________________________________.

4. Who are Dechen’s father and mother?
Ans. _______________________________________________.

5. Write the names of Dechen’s grandmothers.
Ans. _______________________________________________.

Dechen’s family.

        Sonam     =    Nim Dem

          Choden                           Kinley

Dorji  
brother

me Wangmo
sister

        Tandin         =        Namgay

      Dawa                                    Pema         =
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         Draw your father.                                                      Draw your mother.                  

Write.

1. My sister’s name is ______________________________.

 I am ________________________________________.

2. My brother’s name is ____________________________.

 I am ________________________________________.

3. Our father’s name is _____________________________.

 We are ______________________________________.

Draw your family.

              Draw your                   Draw your
              brothers here .                         Me                                sisters here.
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 rice   apples     oranges    maize    bananas    eggs   peaches    momos    roots

Write the answers.
1. What food does Dechen like?

Ans. Dechen likes _______________________________________.

2. What food does Dorji like? 

Ans. ________________________________________________.

3. What food does the monkey like?

Ans. ________________________________________________.

4. What food do you like?

Ans. ________________________________________________.

Look and read                                         
   say  day       may      gay
   pray   play  clay                                     
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Read and draw.

1. Draw a red flower in the tin.

2. Draw a blue cup beside the tin.

3. Draw a brown pencil behind the egg.

4. Draw a black rat between the egg and the bag.

5. Draw a green leaf in front of the tin.

6. Draw a big hen under the table.

7. Draw a yellow bottle on the table.

8. Draw a chick near the big hen.
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Read and colour.

•	 Colour his body brown.
•	 Colour his left arm red.
•	 Colour his right arm yellow.
•	 Colour his face white.
•	 Colour his hands blue.
•	 Colour his left leg black.
•	 Colour his right leg green.
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Fill in the blanks.

1. _______e                                             5.  _______ape
2. _______ut                                           6.  _______op
3. _______out                                         7.  _______ort
4. _______opkeeper                              8. _______ook

Fill in the blanks using the above words.

1. The _______________ is in his __________.

2. Here is a ______________ stick.

3. The monkey ___________ the branch.

4. A triangle is a ___________.

5. Please, don’t ____________ in the classroom.

sh
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Circle the word that does not belong in the group.

Write the sentences in the correct order.

=Trees have lots of green leaves.

1 Mother Father Monkey Sister

2 Bear  Takin  Yak  Chair

3 Leaf  Pen  Book  Pencil

4 Hair  Fish  Mouth Eye

of
Trees lots

have
green
leaves.

live  in
  places.

cold  Yaks

muscles
move need

our  We
to bones.

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Capital letters and full stops.

Write these sentences on the lines and add capital letters and full 
stops.

1. we played football in the afternoon
____________________________________________________
2. they live near a big river
____________________________________________________
3. i like my new shoes
____________________________________________________
4. he went to the shop
____________________________________________________
5. dorji is my best friend
____________________________________________________

Now write these sentences leaving spaces between the words, as 
well as capital letters and full stops.

1. ilikeswimmingwhenitishot
____________________________________________________

2. shecanclimbthetree
____________________________________________________

3. myfriendhasanewpen
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The Picnic.

  carried      fire      hot      football      night      cooked      swam      home

Write
One day we went for
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
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Write.

1. _______essed rainy Day
2. _______ack
3. _______ue
4. _______ood
5. _______ackboard

Fill in the blanks using the above words.

1. We have a holiday on ___________________________.

2. Our ____________ is red.

3. My teacher writes on the ________________.

4. During the day the sky is ____________________.

5. At night the sky is _____________________.

bl
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Can you see?

Look at the picture and write.

a)  Five C words

1. ____________            2. ______________            3._____________

4. ____________            5. ______________

c b t
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b)  Ten b words

1.________________    2. __________________ 

3. ________________  4.__________________ 

5. ________________   6. __________________

7.________________    8.__________________  

9. _______________  10. _________________

c) Five t words

1._________________     2. __________________ 

3. ________________  4. __________________    

5. ________________
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Look at the pictures and write.

__________________ __________________ 

__________________ __________________ 

__________________ __________________ 
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er

Write - er words using the pictures given below.

Look and read  mother           father                 brother                sister   
                                     daughter       grandfather       grandmother

__________________ __________________ __________________

__________________ __________________ __________________

__________________ __________________ __________________

__________________ __________________ __________________
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Look at these pictures. Write what we must or must not 
do.

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
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Find the words that are given in the word bank 
from the word puzzle.

Word bank

 stop  park  driver  sign  danger save
 swim  cattle  road  street  shock

S T R E E T C D G R
T Q W B V S A G F O
O G D S J Z T T X A
P A R K H D T J V D
M H I G D R L S V G
O J V S A V E H G D
P B E I N E G O W J
F C R G G W J C R G
S B D N E Q U K A C
A X Z B R X S W I M
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Write new words from the word given in the box.

RAIN

WEATHER

MOUNTAIN

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Look, read and match.

1. Pema can cook rice but he can’t paint.                        
2. Dawa can plough a field but he can’t read a book.          
3. Jigme can clean the classroom but he can’t chop wood.              
4. Ugyen can eat fruit but he can’t drive a car.                     
5. Sonam can paint a picture but he can’t swim.                  
6. Norbu can walk but he can’t run.

a b c

d e f

Match the name and the picture given above.

Pema - b    Dawa - ________

Jigme - __________  Ugyen - ________

Sonam - _________  Norbu- ________
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Look at the pictures.

Write.
1. Mmm, lets ________________________________________

2. No, _____________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________
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Ask the following questions to five friends and put a tick under 
Yes/No.

Name of your friend          Yes    No

1.     Can you speak Dzongkha?  

2.      Can you ride a horse?  

3.     Can you draw a  picture of a cat?  

4.     Can you drive a car?  

5.     Can you walk four kilometers?  

Write sentences using your friend’s answer. 
e.g. Tashi can/can’t speak Dzongkha.

1. _______________________________________________.

2. _______________________________________________.

3. _______________________________________________.

4. _______________________________________________.

5. ________________________________________________
               
             

Look and read                    
                                               glue               blue               true             sue 
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Fill in the blanks with ck.

1. pi_______.                                             5. bla_______.

2. clo______.                                             6. si________.

3. bla______board.                               7. qui_______ly.

4. so_______.

Fill in the blanks using the above words.

1. You must _________ up the paper on the ground.

2. The teacher writes on the __________________.

3. We use a ___________ to tell the time.

4. Dorji’s dog can run ________________.

5. We wear ___________s and shoes.

ck
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Fill in the blanks with pl sound.

1. _______ough                                  5. _____ate

2. _______ace                                    6. _____ease

3. _______ay                                     7. _____ants

4. _______astic

Fill in the blanks using the above words.

1. We grow ____________ in our garden.

2. A pen is made of _________________.

3. My brother can ____________ football.

4. Put the rice on my _________, ____________.

5. My father can _______________ his field.

pl
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Look at the picture and fill in the blanks using 
one, another, the other.

1. ______________ is in the cow shed.
2. ______________ is under the tree.
3. ______________ is near the river.

Where are the cows?

Where are the birds?

1. _____________bird is flying.
2. _____________ is on the tree.
3. _____________swimming in the river.

1. _____________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________

Where are the trees?
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Look at the pictures and write a story.
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One day Sonam went to the forest. He saw_______________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Look and read
    an  and  hand
    man  plan  stand
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Circle the correct word in the bracket.

Her (face/plate) is cleaner than her (face/plate).

The (ball/apple) is bigger than the (ball/apple).

The (woman/ baby) is older than the 
(woman/ baby).

The (stick/spoon) is longer than the (stick/
spoon).

The (sunflower/tree) is taller than the 
(sunflower/tree).

The (man/woman) is thinner than the 
(man/woman).
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The Three Bears.

Write
1. Mother bear is older than baby bear.
      Father bear is the oldest.
2. _________________is fatter than___________________.
     ________________is the _________________.
3. _________________is smaller than __________________.
      _________________is the ______________________.
4. _________________has a bigger plate than ____________.
 _________________has the ___________________ plate.

     Baby bear                              Father bear           Mother bear 

Read and match
                                                           fish                           helped
                                                           float                          liked
                                                           help                          floated
                                                           jump                         jumped
                                                           like                             fished
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This is Pema and his pig.

Look and read              
                                         long         strong       wrong       song        gong 

Read and draw Sonam and his pig.
                                                                      
Sonam is taller than Pema.
Sonam is fatter than Pema.
He is sadder than Pema.
His gho is cleaner than 
Pema’s gho.
Sonam’s pig is bigger than 
Pema’s pig.
Sonam’s house is newer than 
Pema’s house.
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Fill in the blanks with st.

1. _____ick                                                   4. _____ones

2. _____omach                                          5. _____and

3. _____ring                                                6. _____rong

Fill in the blanks using the above words.

1. My food goes into my ________________________.

2. We can cut a piece of _________________________.

3. An elephant is big and ________________________.

4. I can count __________ and ___________________.

5. My teacher ________________s near the blackboard.

st
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Look for eleven body words and write them in the 
spaces provided.

1. ________________                7. _________________

2. ________________                8. _________________

3. ________________                9. _________________

4. ________________               1o. ________________

5. ________________               11. ________________

6. ________________      

h o x s k i n
j w b t r p o
b l o o d t s
a e n m e y e
r g e a r o c

m u s c l e b
f v u h a n d
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What is the weather like?

1. _________________ 2. _________________

3. _________________ 4. _________________

5. _________________ 6. _________________

7. _________________ 8. _________________

Look and read         
     very  windy cloudy angry 

     sunny shiny  happy
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Draw this week’s weather.

 1. Which day was the hottest?

___________________________________________________.

2. Which day was the coldest?
___________________________________________________.

________________ was ________________ er than __________.

________________ was ________________ er than __________.

Day Morning      Afternoon Night

     Monday 
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Can you see 12 months? Circle them.

Write the months under each season.

  Spring  Summer  Autumn  Winter

T U E S M F S S K R P

D E C E M B E R A O Q

D J U E Y I C T U C F

M A R C H C E U G T Y

A N W E D N M R U O J

Y U D A Y E B D S B U

R A P R I L E J T E L

T R O F E B R U A R Y

O Y N L O M O N D A Y

S E P T E M B E R S T

A M L N O V E M B E R
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Look at the pictures and write a story using the 
following words in the box.

thunder      lightning      frighten      sky      outside      inside      wet
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___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Look at the pictures. 

ch
sh

kit____en mat________ildren tea____er

fi____ bran____

____air ____op ____opkeer____apes

Write
sh

shop

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

ch

branch

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
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Who am I?

1. Who am I? I am young. I love painting.

Ans. ________________________________________________.

2. Who are we? I am big and tall. I am very small.

Ans. ________________________________________________.

3. Who am I? I am healthy and beautiful. I love gardening.

Ans. ________________________________________________.

4. Who am I? I am short and fat. I am happy.

Ans. ________________________________________________.

Father and 
Wangmo Dawa

Nima Pema
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Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks using ‘a, 
e, i, o, u’.

F___ r___

r___ce f___ cer___se f___ve

p___ge n___se c___be st___r

f___re n___ne pl___te c___ve

p___pe sm___ke h___le ___vening

t___be b___ne ma___ze c___w
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Read and write the names of animals.

Across:
1. Animal that guards our house.
3.   A big animal lives in the forest. It kills deer and sometimes kills cows   
      and horses.
5.  A bird that we keep near our house and it lays eggs.

Down:
2. I eat grass and some people take milk from me but I am not a cow.
4.   I am very big and have a long trunk.

g

a

t g r

1
2

l

p

4

n

e5

3
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Write the past tense of the following words.

1. Pick – picked                                    12. Draw – drew.

2. Call- ___________                     13. Come- _____________

3. Fill- ____________                    14. Run - ______________

4. Pour- ___________                    15. Wake- _____________

5. Pull- ____________                   16. Tell- _______________

6. Spot- ___________                    17. Break- ______________

7. Look- ___________                   18. Throw- _____________

8. Rub- ____________                   19. Begin- ______________

9. Float- ___________                   20. Sit- _________________

10. Walk- ___________                   21. Go- ________________

11. Dance- __________                   22. Sing- _______________
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Look at the pictures and write the words below.

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________
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Read and write about Ugyen Sonam.

This is __________ ____________. He is ______________ years old.
 
He lives in ______________. He goes to ________________.

_______________ ______________. In school he _____________

______________ ____________ __________ and ___________ . 

After school he _______ _____________,________ __________, 

__________ ___________ and ____________ ___________.

Name: Ugyen Sonam
Age: 8
Village: Nagtshang
School: Rongthung Primary school

Things you do in school:
Study, draw, read, pray, sing rhymes

Things you do after school:
Play football, read story books, write homework, fetch water
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Now ask your friend and write.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

                 Draw your friend

Name:
Age:
Village:
School:
Things you do in school:

Things you do after school:
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Look at the pictures and write the story. 
Use the words in the box.

path   mountain  stream cave  thunder      
lightning          difficult             valley           other   side
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____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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How to make suja.

first

after thatnext

then

then finally
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•	 Add tea leaves and a pinch of soda in cold water
•	 Boil it for ten minutes
•	 Pour the mixture in the churner
•	 Add the right amount of butter and salt 
•	 Churn it for five minutes
•	 Put the suja on the fire again and make it hot but do not let it boil

Write

First add tea leaves and___________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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Look at the pictures.            
      
How to cook rice

Look and read                                           kill                            kitchen
                                                                                 kick                           kira
                                                                                 king                          kilometre

6

1 2

43

5
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Write one sentence about every picture.

1. First_____________________________________________

2. Then____________________________________________

3. Next_____________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________
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Look and write.

How to cook ema datshi.
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Look at the pictures on page no. 51 and write the 
process.

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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Write a story.
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Look at the pictures and write the following 
sentences in correct order.

1. They made a boat.

2. They pushed it into the river.

3. One day two boys cut some wood.

4. They got into the boat.

5. The boys picked it up and took it to the river.

6. The boat sailed away.

1. _______________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________

5. _______________________________________________

6. _______________________________________________
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Read, draw and colour.

Draw three small bags.    
Draw two big bags.
Colour all of them blue.

Draw two mangoes and three  bananas.
Colour both the mangoes green.
Colour none of the bananas.

Draw two apples.
Colour neither of them.
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 1. Colour both of them yellow.

  
 
 

3. Colour all of them pink .

4. Colour none of them.

                           

              
       
  5.  Colour neither of them.
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1.  Which is a girl?     2. Which is a lion?

3.  Which is an elephant?    4. Which is a pencil?    

Look at the pictures and write the answers using 
the words given in the box.

neither                         both                          all                              none
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Look at the picture and fill in the blanks.

A__________ is an ___________  ___________   __________big. 

 It___________ legs and _______tail. ________ ______two ______.

Its colour is____________. It __________ ______cold ___________.

________ __________ grass. It needs ____________. 

We take ____________. It helps to   ______________ our things.

a yak
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Look at the pictures and write the sentences.

1.  This is a _________________.            3.  This is _____________.  

 It is made of______________.              It is________________.

 It is made in______________.             __________________.

2. This is __________________.     4.    __________________.

 It is____________________.         __________________.
 
  _____________________.               __________________.        
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Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks.

Look and read     sick                   stick
                                                   pick                   lick
                                                   thick                  chicken       
                                                   brick                   wick               

1. The roof is made of _________________________________.

2. The walls are made of _______________________________.

3. The door is made of ________________________________.

4. Inside the house I can see_____________________________.

5. Outside the house I can see____________________________.
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Asking questions

Underline the question words. Use question marks.

1. Why does the giraffe have a long neck
2. What is the monkey doing
3. Where is the zebra hiding
4. Which animal has a trunk
5. When does the owl sleep
 

Write a question word to start these questions
             
Question                        Answer

1. _____________ is the monkey eating?         a  banana
2. _____________ is the owl sitting ?          in a tree
3. _____________ animal has a long neck?         a giraffe
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Read

Monday was a holiday.  Tshewang and Pema woke up at five o’clock. It was 
a beautiful sunny morning. They got up and got dressed. Tshewang wore 
her best kira and her new blue belt. She looked in the mirror. She looked very 
pretty. Pema put on a clean gho. It was their village tshechu and they were 
going to the dzong.       

Like this.

1. Who woke up at five o’clock?

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________

67
67

Read
Monday was a holiday. Tshewang and Pema woke up at five 

o’clock. It was a beautiful sunny morning. They got up and got 

dressed. Tshewang wore her best kira and her new blue belt. She 

looked in the mirror. She looked very pretty. Pema put on a clean 

gho. Today was their village tshechu and they were going to the 

dzong.

Write some questions to ask your friend  

Like this. 

1. Who woke up at five o’clock? 

2. _________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________

Write some questions to ask your friend.
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Karma’s Hotel
Food
Rice      Nu. 15
Egg curry                                   Nu.  20
Fish                                            Nu.  20
Potato curry                               Nu.  15
Chilli and cheese curry              Nu. 25

Drinks
Tea                                             Nu. 5
Suja                                            Nu. 5

 
 Hello  Deki

 
 

 
 

 
 What would 

you like?

 
 

 
 What would 

you like to drink?

 
 Here is your

food.  
 

 
  

 How much 
is it?

 
 Would you 

like some____
also?

 
 

1
2

3 4

5 6 7 8

9

10

12
11
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Complete the dialogue.

2__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

4__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

6__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

8__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

10_________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

12_________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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Talk about the pictures with your friend and complete the sentences.

Write in your book.
1. Dorji’s mother always__________________________________.
2. Momo ___________________________________________.
3. A lama ___________________________________________.
4. Dechen ___________________________________________.
5. Dorji’s father ________________________________________.
6. Dorji _____________________________________________.

always                        never                        sometimes

 
 I ________ 

cook on a fire.

 
 I ________ 

kill animals.

 
 I ____________ 

use an ox to plough
my field.

 
 I _________ 

dream at night.

 
 I _________ 

live in a dzong

 
 I ________ 

eat monkeys.
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Draw and write.

1. Draw a carpenter making a table.  
 This is a c____________. 
 He works in his h_________. 
 He uses a s______. 
 He cuts w________. 
 He makes t_________ and c_________.

2. Draw a farmer ploughing his field.
 This ____ ____  _________. 
           He ___________ _______ f _______. 
           He ______ _____ pl _______. 
           He grows p________.

3.    Draw your school cook in the kitchen.
 This is our _______.  He _____  ____ ____  
 _________. He _______ a p ________. 
 He cooks r _________.

4.   Draw your teacher in your class.
 _________   ________  our________. 
 ______ ______  _____  _____  ______. 
 ________  _______ _____bl________. 
 _____ teaches the _______ and g______.
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What kind of a job?
Look at the pictures and write the jobs.

Draw what you want to become.

1. _________________ 2. _________________

4. _________________

5. _________________ 6. _________________

3. _________________
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Karma’s father.

Karma’s _______________is a _______________. 

He works in his _________every day. 

He opens the shop at seven ____________ in the ______________. 

and ________________ it at eight o’clock at ______________. 

He sells ___________  __________ __________ and ___________. 

He gets a lot of ___________.
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What are the leopards going to do?
        
____________________________
        
____________________________

Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks.

What is the fly going to do?
      
The fly is going to sit on the rice.

What is the monkey going to do? 
 
_____________________________
        
_____________________________

What is the painter going to do?

____________________________
      
____________________________

76
76

Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks  

                            What is the fly going to do?

 The fly is going to sit on the rice.

 What is Momo going to do? 

        ____________________________ 

 _____________________________

       What is the painter going to do? 

     __          ____________________________ 

________ __________________________

 What are the leopards going to do? 

_______             _________________________ 

________         _________________________ 
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What is Dechen going to become?

Dechen is __________to become a __________.

She is _______ to ________after sick _______.

She is ___________to work in a ___________.

She is ___________ to __________ medicine

What is Dorji going to become?
    __________________________
                                  
    __________________________                                          

     __________________________

What are you going to become?
Draw and write.

    __________________________
                                  
    __________________________                                          

   __________________________

Look and read  spring          string        bring        king        thing        
                                       shining        singing      raining    running   crying    
                                       looking       sleeping     eating      talking    walking   
                                something    nothing     anything  
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ABC____________________________________________XYZ

Look at the pictures and write the word.

___________________ ___________________

___________________ ___________________

___________________ ___________________

______________________________________
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What will they do now?

1

_______________________________

2

87

3 4

5 6

_______________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Read with your reading friend.

 also                    and                    but

What am I?
I live in the mountains. I have long hair. 
I have two big horns. I eat leaves ________grass. 
I am Bhutan’s national animal _________ I am not a yak.
I am a ______________.

What am I?
I am an animal. I live in a hole. 
I live in long grass. 
I have two eyes _________I can not shut them. 
I can eat rats ________eggs. 
I am a ___________.

What am I?
I am an animal. I am small __________green. 
I live near water. I have legs ________I have no tail. 
I can jump. I can ______swim. 
I am a ___________.

  Look and read
                                                 end        send       friend       bend       lend
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Write the opposites.

1. Queen X King    2. Young X _______

3 Evening X __________  4. Little X ___________

5. Cold X _____________  6. Tomorrow X _______ 

7. Day X ______________  8. Summer X _________

9. Tall X ______________  10. Beautiful X ________

Circle the word that does not belong in the group.

1.  red  yellow banana      green

2.  king  monkey queen      prince

3.  apple  orange peach      sunflower

4.  dog  minute day       hour

5.  hand  leg  arm       cup

Look and read   branch             which           witch
                                                      match              fetch            hitch
                                                      teach                watch          pitch
                                                        touch              leech            hatch
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Write the answers.

1. What is your mother’s name?

________________________________________________.

2. Write three ‘c’ words.

________________________________________________.

3. Who uses a saw?
________________________________________________.

4. Draw a circle. Now draw a bigger circle.

5. Who sits behind you?

________________________________________________
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Find seven animals and circle them

Draw three yaks. Write what they are doing.

r o l s t c f e g
e l e p h a n t h

m h o r l p d i o
y r p b o y n g d
s o a m o n k e y
n l r a k i c r u
a r d t e y a n o
k i t a m a t e r
e g g t a k i n z
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Write the answers in your book.

1. Write three things you did yesterday.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
2. How many fingers do you have?
____________________________________________________
3. Can you ride a horse?
____________________________________________________
4. Write _er words.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
5. Who is the tallest in your class?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
6. Look out side. What is it like today?
____________________________________________________
7. Write the names of the autumn months. ____________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
8. What are you going to become?
____________________________________________________
9. Write the names of three fruits.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
10. Draw two stars. Colour both of them.
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Fill in the blanks with ee.
          
 

1. s______    5. gr________n

2. tr______    6. thr_______

3. n________d   7.  sl________p

4. t_________th 

Fill in the blanks using the above words.

1. I __________on my bed.

2. Grass is _________________.

3. We have thirty two ______________.

4. A _______________has many leaves.

5. Animals ________________to drink water.

ee
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